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ABSTRACT

Geophysics has historically been a data-driven field, however in recent years the exponential increase of available data has led to increased adoption of machine learning
techniques and algorithm for analysis, detection and forecasting applications to faulting.
This work reviews recent advances in the application of machine learning in the study of
fault rupture ranging from the laboratory to Solid Earth.
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1.1

INTRODUCTION

The study of material failure and rupture in geophysics is an extremely broad
field [1], involving observation and analysis of geophysical data from failure
simulations at laboratory and field scale [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9], laboratory
experiments [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26?
] and in the solid Earth [1, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35]. Despite the vast
apparent scope of this field, one approach to distill its essence is based on the
following question: given a seismic signal received by a sensor or a set of sensors,
what information can be gleaned concerning the process generating the signal?
Often these signals are noisy, numerous, and exist in high-dimensional spaces
where it is non-trivial to extract meaningful information from them [36, 37].
1
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It then follows that the study of fault slip, whether in simulated granular fault
gouge, or in situ, is a rich area of application for machine learning (ML).
Solid Earth geoscience and seismology are historically data-rich areas of research [36, 37], drawing insights from seismic, electromagetic, magenotelluric,
gravity datasets among others. Indeed, some applications of what might be considered ’modern’ ML techniques originated from the fields of geostatistics and
geophysics. For example, Gaussian process regression was initially developed
from an effort to estimate the distribution of gold from samples from boreholes
[38] in the 1960s. Similarly, least absolute shrinkage and selection operator
(LASSO) regression, was initially introduced in the geophysics literature for the
linear inversion of band-limited reflection seismograms in 1986 [39], before being independently discovered and further developed in the statistics community
in 1996 [40]. Currently these fields are undergoing rapid and substantial changes
with respect to the sheer volume of data available to the public: Kong et al. noted
the volume of seismic waveform data available from Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology (IRIS) is growing at an exponential rate and that as of
September 2018 the total size of the IRIS Data Management Center archive was
496.8 TB [37]. As of May 1, the archive was 644.5 TiB (708 TB), and has been
doubling roughly every 3 years for the past 20 years, as shown in Figure 1.1. A
similar dramatic increase in acquired data has been taking place in laboratory
experiments of faulting. The case of the Rock and Sediments Mechanics Lab at
Penn State University is telling: recent advances in experimental setups, related
in particular to new high throughput acoustic data acquisition systems have led
to a surge in experimental data volume, with a doubling roughly every year for
the last 5 years, as shown in Figure 1.2. This explosive increase in available data
presents many challenges: increasing volumes can lead to prohibitive access and
processing times, however it also provides exciting new opportunities as ML
algorithms thrive in problem settings with large volumes of data. The objective
of learning algorithms is to extract patterns from training data which generalize
to unseen data [41], rather than simply fit data. Thus, providing learning algorithms with more high quality data typically enables them to extract relevant
patterns more accurately.
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IRIS Data Management Center archive size since its inception. The archive’s size
has been doubling every 3 years since the 2000’s. Courtesy of IRIS.
FIGURE 1.1

Experimental data stored at the Rock Mechanics Lab at Penn State. The database’s
size has been doubling every year since 2015. Courtesy of Chris Marone, Penn State University.
FIGURE 1.2
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This work will review recent advances in the application of ML in studying
seismic signals originating from fault slip, rupture and failure. We will provide
an overview of the manners in which ML has been applied to advance research
in studying fault slip in laboratory experiments and in the solid Earth.
1.2

MACHINE LEARNING: A SHALLOW DIVE

Machine learning (ML) and deep learning are scientific disciplines in their own
right, and readers interested in a deeper dive will find many reviews and books
dedicated to the subject [41, 42]. In this section we will provide a brief overview
of ML. Previous reviews have already covered many of the types of algorithms
used in ML and their properties [37, 43], so we will instead cover overarching
definitions and concepts which unify these different algorithms.
1.2.1

Learning Tasks, Performance and Experience

The oft-quoted and rather succinct definition of a learning algorithm by Tom
Mitchell [44] goes as follows: "

“A computer program is said to learn from experience E with respect to some
class of tasks T and performance measure P , if its performance at tasks in T , as
measured by P , improves with experience E .”

Typically, the types of tasks T are grouped into two main categories: classification and regression. In a classification task, the objective of an algorithm
is to specify which predefined categories a given input belongs to, and outputs
a categorical value. For a given regression task, the objective is to predict a
numerical value given some input. The main differences between these two
types of tasks is the format of the output.
It is interesting to note that often the difference between these two types of
learning algorithms is simply the type of output: the ’machinery’ behind the two
may be the same. Nowhere is this more obvious than with logistic regression,
often one of the first ’classification’ algorithms taught in introductory ML classes.
Logistic regression is itself a regression model which estimates the probability
of class membership as a multi-linear function of the input features. Only when
combined with a decision rule, or a threshold, can we claim to be performing
a classification task using logistic regression. A simple example can be seen in
Figure 1.3, which shows how both the logistic regression model and a decision
rule (set at 0.5 here) can be combined to create a classifier.
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FIGURE 1.3

Logistic regression combined with a decision rule at 0.5. Adapted from [45]

We note that there are many other categories of tasks not covered by this
introduction, such as: anomaly detection, data synthesis and inputation, ranking,
density estimation, machine translation among others. For a comprehensive
overview of these we refer the reader to [41]).
In the context of this review, the task T is typically one of detection (e.g.
does this continuous seismic signal contain volcanic or nonvolcanic tremor, or
an earthquake?), or prediction (e.g. how close is our system to failing, given a
portion of some continuous signal?).
The performance measure P in this context is a quantitative measure of the
ability of the learning algorithm, and is task-specific. The performance metric
during the training procedure is measured through the value of the loss function.
The act of choosing an appropriate loss is typically quite an involved one, as it
can influence model robustness and computational cost (and sometimes even the
feasibility of the training). A simple example is shown in Figure 1.4, where we
fit two linear models, one with a least-squares loss and one with a Huber loss
[46] to a simple linear dataset with outliers. Clearly in this case the effect of the
Huber loss is to render the linear model more robust to the outliers. In testing, the
key performance measure is the evaluation metric applied to the test-set: since
we are most interested in the ability of the learning algorithm to generalize to
unseen data, a portion of the available data is reserved for the testing procedure.
The trained algorithm is evaluated on this ’unseen’ separate dataset, which was
not involved in the training procedure. The evaluation metric is usually, but not
necessarily, the same as the loss function.
Finally the experience E provided to the learning algorithm allows us to draw
one of the primary distinctions between types of learning algorithms: supervised
learning algorithms are provided with a dataset containing input features where
each example is associated with a target ( the y-axis in Figures 1.3 and 1.4).
The term ’supervised’ originates from the idea that by providing the learning
algorithm with a target we are essentially instructing it to find patterns related to
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FIGURE 1.4

Linear models fit to data with l2 loss ( fuchsia) and Huber loss (orange line).

this target [41].
On the other hand, in an unsupervised learning setting the learning algorithm is provided with the input features, but no label or target. The goal of
the learning procedures is then to learn useful patterns from the dataset such
as dividing the dataset into similar groups (clustering), or learning the generating probability distribution behind the dataset (density estimation, denoising,
synthesis) [41].
1.2.2

Learning Capacity

We noted in section 1.2.1 that the central aim of ML is to learn a model which
can generalize effectively to unseen data (i.e. hypothesis testing). During the
learning process, an ML algorithm has access to some training data, on which it
must attempt to reduce some error measure, known as the training error. What
separates ML from fitting, is the requirement that not only must this training
error be minimized, but the generalization error on an unseen test dataset must
also be reduced.
The values of the training and test error and their relationship are linked to
two central issues in ML: underfitting, occurring when the model is incapable of
minimizing the training error to an satisfactory level and overfitting, when the
training error has been reduced but the model cannot reduce the gap between
the training error and test error (e.g., the model fits the training dataset but
exhibits a poor fit with the training dataset). These issues are governed by
the ML model’s representational capacity, or complexity. Models with low
capacity may struggle to capture the full spectrum of patterns in a complex
training set, and thus underfit to them. Likewise models with high capacity can
memorize properties of the training set which are irrelavant to the model’s ability
to generalize to the test set, thus overfitting. Figure 1.5 illustrates this principle:
we take the simple task of fitting a dataset generated by a quadratic function: the
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linear model (green frame) does not have the capacity to fit the data, whereas the
high-degree polynomial model (blue frame), with more parameters than training
examples, overfits due to the fact is has the representational capacity to pick
many potential solutions to the problem, reducing the chances of selecting the
correct solution. The model at optimal capacity ( red frame), is well matched to
the complexity of the task, and will generalize well to unseen data drawn from
the same distribution as the training data.

The relationship between model capacity and error. In the underfitting region shown
at left (green frame), both training and test error decrease with increasing capacity. Once the capacity
of the model exceeds the complexity of the data, the likelihood of overfitting, and thus increasing the
test or generalization error increases (blue frame). The optimal model (red frame), is well matched
to the complexity of the task, and will generalize to unseen data drawn from the same distribution
as the training data. (Adapted from [41].)
FIGURE 1.5

We note that in the case of scientific research, the models and results published
are often in the overfitting regime. This is likely to be due to several reasons: one
aspect is inherent to the scientific publishing process whereby underfit results
are less likely to be considered novel or spectacular and thus less likely to be
published journal articles. Another is related to data sparsity: though the overall
volume of available geophysical data may be increasing, when compared to fields
such as computer vision or natural language processing the amount of labelled
data available for specific tasks is generally still small (examples of labelled data
are earthquakes, low frequency earthquakes or tremor that have been identified
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and verified by an analyst). Last but not least, the test set will rarely be kept
strictly independent from the learning phase, as researchers will go back to tuning
their models after having seen their results on the test, effectively resulting in
’data snooping’ and some overfitting [47]. However, even slightly overfit models
are likely to contain useful insights into the physical processes they are applied
to if interpreted with caution.
1.2.3

Geophysical Data

An assumption often made in the ML literature is that data samples are i.i.d.,
independently and identically distributed (i.e. the value from a sample has no
influence on the other samples, and every sample is drawn from the same distribution). This i.i.d. assumption is more often than not violated in geophysical
data. Time series data, as well as features derived from it, are auto-correlated,
and the underlying physical process typically evolves over time. Geophysical data are often neither independently distributed, nor identically distributed.
Auto-correlation in particular is extremely common in geophysical data analysis, and therefore such data should be handled with care. For example if one is
analyzing data from a laboratory experiment: measurements (e.g. shear strain)
at a time 𝑡 + 1 are strongly dependent on the state of the experiment at time 𝑡, and
both measurements are correlated. Similarly, field measurements of geophysical
phenomena (e.g. seismicity or GPS displacement) will be strongly correlated
depending on their proximity in time. A fundamental corollary to the autocorrelation of geophysical data, is that a contiguous train-test split is required
[48] to ensure independent hypothesis testing, e.g. the first 𝑛 years of data are
used to train the model and the following 𝑛 years are used to test it (e.g. [49]).
Moreover, when dealing with geophysical data, strategies to ensure stationarity
can be necessary, for example by differentiating the data over time (i.e. trying
to relate rates of change of properties to each other instead of the properties
themselves [50]).
1.3

LABORATORY STUDIES

Laboratory friction experiments have served as a framework for the study of
earthquake physics since the original experiments of stick-slip on a fault analog
by Brace and Byerlee [51]. The theory of earthquakes as frictional instabilities
and fracture propagation with associated elastic radiation stems from such experiments [1, 51]. The favored phenomenological theory describing fault behavior
is rate and state friction, [52, 53, 54] although there are a host of others (e.g.,
[55]. Rate and state friction has been placed in a more physically-based context
by using Arrhennius theory as a basis by Rice and colleagues [56].
Just as in field seismology and geodesy, laboratory experiments are seeing an
explosion terms of volume of experimental data recorded, as noted previously.
Experimental setups are improving with an increasing number of acquisition
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sensors, while these sensors are themselves rapidly improving in acquisition
speed, sometimes resulting in terabytes of data for a single experiment [20],
making the field ripe for the use of ML. As distributed acoustic sensors [57] are
incorporated into laboratory shear experiments, data volumes are expected to
grow even further.
There has been a recent focus on using laboratory earthquake experiments
to tackle unsolved mysteries of earthquake physics: earthquake precursors[58],
earthquake nucleation [59], and the interplay between slow earthquakes and
dynamic rupture [59, 60], just to name a few. In this section we will review
applications of ML that are helping to answer these fundamental questions in
the context of laboratory friction experiments.
1.3.1

Laboratory Geodesy

In this section we will highlight recent advances in applying ML techniques to
analysing what we term ’laboratory geodesy’ experiments. While point strain
sensors have been employed in shear experiments for years using strain gauges
or laser measurements, advances in high-resolution strain monitoring enabled
by techniques such as digital image correlation [61] are advancing the field of
analogue seismotectonic modelling by allowing for the measurement of smallscale deformation on the order of magnitude of displacements related to single
earthquakes [24]. We note that digital images including digital image correlation
have and are been used for study of nucleation and phenomena such supershear
rupture by a number of groups using photoelastic materials, e.g. [12] as well as
in photoelastic experiments using ’granular’ discs [62, 63].
Seismotectonic scale models, represent a new form of laboratory experiments, possessing several desirable features in terms of rupture and earthquake
modelling: co-seismic dynamic weakenening which may occur in nature for
reasons such as frictional melting or thermal pressurization can be mimicked as
these models feature non-linear frictional material properties [24]. Laboratory
seismotectonic models can also feature properly scaled elasticity, allowing for
depth-dependent pressurization of the ’faults’ in a more realistic manner.
Currently, all of the efforts in applying ML to the analysis of seismotectonic
scale models make use of data from a viscoelastic gelatine wedge experiment
initially developed by Corbi et al. to study subduction megathrust earthquakes
[25]. In this setup, a gelatin wedge is underthrust at a constant rate by a dipping,
rigid plate. This experiment is meant to be the analogue of a subduction zone, as
shown in Figure 1.6 a. The interface between the gelatin wedge and the rigid plate
is where the analog megathrust earthquake develops. Two velocity weakening
patches (asperities modelled using gelatin on sandpaper) separated by a velocity
strengthening patch (a barrier modelled using gelatin on plastic contact) are
embedded in this analog megathrust. The viscoelastic seismotectonic model
undergoes stick-slip cycles characterized by stress build-up punctuated by the
nucleation of frictional instabilities (earthquakes) propagating at the interface
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between the gelatin and the subducting plate [64]. The velocity field is extracted
by image cross correlation between consecutive images: this field is discretized
into windows which in this case provide analogues of GPS stations above the
model surface. Corbi et al. refer to these discrete windows derived from image
cross correlation as ’synthetic GPS stations’ [64].

a) Experimental setup of a viscoelastic model of megathrust earthquakes. Cyan
rectangles delineate the velocity weakening patches, with examples of ruptures involving b) one or
c) two patches characterized in terms of co-seismic displacement shown as the red contour, with the
stars showing the epicenters. d) Monitoring performed using image cross correlation, each circle
represents an discretized area used as a ’synthetic’ GPS station. Adapted from [64].
FIGURE 1.6

Corbi et al. utilised a Gradient Boosted Regression Trees algorithm [65] in
an attempt to predict the time to failure for the next cycle.
The input ML features used are derived from the velocity field measured
at the synthetic GPS stations, and are statistical features such as the variance,
kurtosis and skewness of the velocity field, as well as correlations between
subsequent frames and measures of cumulative displacement (see Supplementary
Information of [64] for more details). The authors use information from previous
cycles as input into the model; this is a hyperparameter that can be optimized:
the authors reported using 10 previous cycles gives the best model performance,
shown in Figure 1.7 a, with a coefficient of correlation R = 0.3 [64]. The authors
then further refined their model by using as label the time to failure at specific
locations, denoted by the nine blue points in Figure 1.6 d, with the results of
these different models shown in Figure 1.7 b. It is stated in [64] that the data
from the points located above the velocity weakening regions allowed for the
learning of a model with 0.7 < 𝑅 < 0.8, even when using shorter training
windows of 5 cycles. Analysing the spatio-temporal distribution of the time to
failure predictions allowed for the prediction of not only the timing and location
of upcoming ruptures but also the size by examining how many adjacent points
were expected to rupture simultaneously [64]. The most predictive features were
determined to be measures related to cumulative displacement at specific points,
indicating the learning algorithm is heavily informed by the relative loading
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history of these positions.

Results from Corbi et al. ([64]) on a viscoelastic model of a sequence of megathrust
earthquakes. a) Time to failure prediction with the cycle specific performance shown along the
color-coded horizontal line, b) Spatio-temporal evolution of the predicted time to failure for the nine
points shown in Figure 1.6 d., with the distribution of the earthquakes highlighted by the red squares,
c) 1 minute zoom of the period shown in b).
FIGURE 1.7

A further study was conducted by Corbi et al. on the same dataset in [66].
Rather than framing the problem as a regression task [64], the authors instead
chose to train an ML algorithm to determine whether the deformation observed
was characteristic of a time window immediately preceding slip onset or not: a
binary classification problem [66]. The authors also modified the ’positions’ of
the synthetic GPS network in the experiment, excluding data originating from the
equivalent of the ’offshore’ seismogenic zone in an attempt to mimic limitations
in geodetic coverage in real subduction zones.
The features used in this study consisted of the displacement measured at
a given synthetic GPS station. The only features used for this study were
thus displacements parallel and orthogonal to the ’trench’ ( or by association,
the coastline), as these were determined to be the variables most predictive of
slip [64]. The target variable was derived from the same 9 locations as in [64],
where the "slip" was identified at times where the displacement at these locations
exceeded a threshold. For each event, the category of ’alarm’ was assigned to the
Δ𝑡 seconds prior to the onset of this displacement rate. The output thus consists
of 9 response vectors, with each element of each vector indicating whether a
given time step is part of the ’alarm’ category or not.
The authors use an ML algorithm known as Random Undersampling Boosting (RUSBoost) [67], an algorithm which combines random undersampling of
the most prominent class with adaptive boosting [68]. This is an effective method
in dealing with the imbalanced nature of the dataset: there are simply more ’negative’ examples in the dataset than positive ’alarm’ examples ( depending on the
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Δ𝑡 the alarms represent 3-27% of the total observations).
Since in this case the features are essentially locations in the experimental
set up, the authors utilise sequential feature selection to determine informative
’regions’ or stations in the set up. Relevant features selected by this process
are thus deemed ’informative’ to the model, whilst redundant or uninformative
features which were discarded by the feature selection process are not. The
authors find that regions adjacent to the two velocity weakening zones are the
most informative in terms of monitoring the state of the system.
1.3.2

Laboratory Seismology

In this section, we will focus on applications of ML to ’laboratory seismology’.
In these experiments, an analogue model ( a model of the fault block variety)
is used to generate acoustic emissions, which are collected by accelerometers,
strain gauges or acoustic sensors.
The first application of ML to the analysis of failure in a laboratory system was
performed by Rouet-Leduc et al. [15]. This system was the basis of many further
ML studies [16, 17, 18, 20, 69], as well as the basis for a Kaggle ML competition
that drew more than 4500 teams [70], and as such merits some description in the
context of this review. The experimental apparatus consists of a biaxial shearing
device: a dual fault-configuration containing fault gouge material is driven at
constant normal load and a constant velocity. The driving piston accelerates
during slip. Simulated faults fail periodically throughout repetitive loading and
failure cycles, with the goal of mimicking loading and failure on a fault patch
in Earth. Acoustic emission (AE) produced by the shearing layers is recorded
using an accelerometer, and the shear stress resulting from the driving block,
shearing rate, gouge layer thickness, friction and applied load are monitored and
recorded, as shown in Figure 1.8.
This biaxial shearing system has been thoroughly studied and characterized
in the past in many studies [11, 58, 71, 72]. Stick-slip frictional failure causes
the shearing block to displace, whilst the gouge material undergoes dilation
and strengthening. Characteristics of the ’critical-stress regime’ exhibited by the
material as it approaches failure, include minute shear failures emitting impulsive
bursts of AE, as shown by Johnson et al. in [58]. The gradual progression of the
system towards instability culminates in a ’laboratory earthquake’, or stick-slip
failure characterised by rapid displacement of the shearing block, precipitous
decreases in friction and shear stress, and compaction of the gouge layers.
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a) Biaxial shearing apparatus b) recorded shear stress and derived time-to-failure c)
recorded strain by the accelerometers. Adapted from [15, 16].
FIGURE 1.8

In the initial study by Rouet-Leduc et al., ML was applied in an exploratory
manner to identify relevant statistical features derived from the dynamic strain
acoustic emission signal. Approximately 100 statistical features ( mean, kurtosis,
variance etc...) were computed from moving time windows over the signal shown
in Figure 1.8 C, which were then used to predict time remaining until the next
stick-slip failure ( red trace in Figure 1.8 B). In this study, an ML algorithm
known as Random Forest (RF) [73], an ensemble method based on decision
trees [74], was used to model this relationship. The learning algorithm identifies
a relationship between a given time window of the acoustic emissions and the
time remaining until the next stick-slip failure, as evidenced by the high 𝑅 2 value
of the model.
The key takeaway from this experiment is that the time to failure in this
system can be derived with fairly good accuracy even in the initial stages of
the slip cycle, indicating a continuous progression towards failure. It is also
important to note that even large fluctuations in slip cycle periodicity, such as
the drastically shorter cycles shown in Figure 1.9 e, were accurately modeled by
the RF algorithm. The system is clearly deterministic; however, in the critical
state approaching failure it may exhibit some stochastic behavior. This is a topic
that needs exploring.

14

e

FIGURE 1.9 Biaxial experimental results. a) Shear stress and time to failure ( labels), b) acoustic
emission and derived features c) RF model schematic: the model averages the predictions of multiple
decision trees, where each tree makes a prediction (white node) given an example based on a series
of decisions made on the features associated with that example (colored nodes) d) and e) test-set
performance of the trained RF model for the time to failure prediction task. Adapted from [15].

This initial success indicating that the state of the laboratory fault can be
derived from the time windowed features prompted a further study with the aim
of explicitly predicting the frictional state, or shear stress of the fault using a
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similar approach [16]. Feature importance derived from the model revealed that
the variance of the acoustic signal in a given time window was the most predictive feature in determining the instantaneous friction of the fault system. Even
under varying normal loads, the biaxial apparatus demonstrated a predictable relationship between frictional state (shear stress) and the seismic power (variance
of the signal), with the observation that scaling the seismic power by the cube of
the normal load revealed a single, empirical ’friction law’ for all normal loads.
Lubbers et al. demonstrated a different methodology employing the same
data used in [15] but deriving input features from event catalogs built from
acoustic emission rather than directly from the continuous signal [18]. In this
study the features were chosen to capture cumulative statistics of event counts
and amplitudes for a given time window. The authors demonstrated the ability
of a RF model trained on the features to predict shear stress to a high degree
of accuracy, as well as time since failure, with a lower performance for time to
failure. The results suggest that models using cataloged-based features can reach
a performance similar to models built on features from the continuous signal,
but only in the presence of an extremely complete catalog, something currently
not possible in Earth. The performance rapidly deteriorates when the smallest
events are progressively removed [18].
Hulbert et al. [75] used a similar approach to analyse an experiment with
aperiodic slip cycles consisting of both short and long slip durations, showing
good performance in predicting not only the instantaneous shear stress of the
system, but also fault displacement, fault gouge layer thickness, slip duration,
and event magnitude. Signals originating from both slow and fast earthquakes
behave in the same way when attempting to deduce the state of the fault. The
level of acoustic power early on in the slip cycle is found to be correlated to the
duration and the stress drop of the impending slip event.
Bolton et al. [20] further analyzed the data used in [15, 18, 75], using unsupervised learning to study the evolution of features of the seismic data throughout
the laboratory earthquake cycle, with a focus on identifying precursors from their
anomalous distribution.
Jasperson et al. [69] analyzed the same data set. They applied a Conscience
Self-Organizing Map to perform topologically ordered vector quantization based
on seismic waveform properties. The resulting map was used to interactively
cluster catalogued events according to ’damage mechanism’ of the granular fault
gouge material, a term borrowed from the domain of nondestructive evaluation.
They applied an event-based Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) network to test
the predictive power of each cluster. By tracking cumulative waveform features
over the seismic cycle, the network forecast the time-to-failure of the fault.
1.4

FIELD STUDIES

This section will review recent progress in Earth at the interface between ML
and geophysics for the observation of the earthquake cycle, with a focus on novel
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applications of ML to better detect and characterize earthquakes, precursors to
earthquakes (foreshocks, slow slip), and aftershocks.
Most of the recent advances at this interface between ML and geophysics
have been made in seismology, with the goal of improving the detection of
earthquakes of small magnitude, with broad-ranging applications: (i) for the
study of earthquake dynamics – clusters in time, e.g. earthquake swarms,
clusters in space, e.g. finer fault structures, (ii) for the study of foreshocks –
elevated seismicity prior to main earthquakes that may indicate the nucleation of
the main shock, (iii) for the study of aftershocks. These advances have relied for
the most part on deep learning techniques, which perform exceedingly well on
complex problems containing unstructured data such as seismic data. Another
avenue of research at the interface between ML and geophysics that has seen
a number of studies in recent years has been the search for predictability in
earthquake catalogs. Finally, we will review the early works emerging from a
field of study that is poised for dramatic advances: the interface between ML
and geodesy, interferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR) in particular.
The stakes are high in terms of the detection of precursory signals, as these
may lead to an improved understanding of earthquake nucleation, one of the most
challenging and elusive phenomena in geoscience. This challenge is characterized most notably by the discrepancy between laboratory studies, where clear
precursors are generally observed (foreshocks [76], aseismic slip [59, 77]) as
discussed in section 1.3, and field earthquakes where precursors are only sometimes observed [78, 78, 79] for reasons that may related to earthquake catalog
fidelity, or to the fact that not all earthquakes exhibit foreshocks.
In a broad sense, two end-members of earthquake nucleation exist in the
literature [80, 81]. The cascade model of earthquake nucleation posits that a
spontaneous rupture triggers an avalanche of foreshocks that leads to the main
shock, with no prior activity. The preslip model of earthquake nucleation posits
on the contrary that earthquakes are triggered by previous aseismic slip, of which
foreshocks are a byproduct (see Fig. 1.10).
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FIGURE 1.10

End-members of earthquake nucleation models. Figure from [81].

These two models have dramatic implications for the observation of earthquake nucleation, and open very different avenues for their detection using ML.
The cascade model only leaves the improvement of earthquake catalogs, the
current focus of the majority of ML research in geophysics [37], as an avenue
for improving earthquake nucleation detection. The preslip model, on the other
hand, leaves hope for a variety of possible improvements in the observation of
earthquake nucleation through ML. The preslip model’s hypothesis of foreshock
and main shock triggering by aseismic slip adds slow slip to the list of potential
observable earthquake dynamics. As a result, in addition to improved foreshock
detection from improved earthquakes catalogs, improvements in a variety of
geodetic observations of slow slip (GRACE, GPS, InSAR, etc.) stemming from
ML may improve the detection of earthquake nucleation along with analysis of
the continuous seismic signals emitted by the fault.
Recent direct [82, 83] and indirect [78, 84] observations of aseismic slip
preceding large earthquakes hold the promise that with ML-enhanced detection
of aseismic slip from novel seismic and geodetic data analysis, will come an
enhanced detectability of earthquake nucleation. Likewise, recent improvements
in the detection threshold of earthquake catalogs have shown that foreshocks may
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be more prevalent before earthquakes than previously thought [31], indicating
that improvements in precursor detection may also aid in detecting the elusive
nucleation of earthquakes.
In the following sections of the review, in a first sub-section we will review
recent ML-driven technical advances in earthquake detection and characterization, with a focus on (i) building higher-fidelity catalogs, a requisite in particular
in the quest for precursory foreshocks, and (ii) improving the detection of slow
earthquakes from novel seismology and geodesy processing, a promising avenue
for the detection of earthquake nucleation.
In a second sub-section, we will review few developments at the intersection
between rupture physics in the earth and ML that require specific developments
in addition to event detection and characterization. This work will cover induced
seismicity, a topic of intense focus in recent years, including the development of
ML-based techniques to better relate it to injection or extraction practices. We
will also provide an overview of the specific developments made for earthquake
early warning with a focus on faster and more reliable detection as well as better
early-magnitude estimation.
Lastly we will briefly cover earthquake forecasting, for which progress from
ML techniques has arguably been lacking.
1.4.1
1.4.1.1

Techniques
Earthquake catalog building

Building catalogs with lower magnitudes of completeness has long been a major
effort in seismology. More complete catalogs are useful for many applications
such as the study of fault rupture, the identification of faulting networks, the
estimation of seismic hazard and analyses of induced seismicity among others.
They are also of major interest to identify foreshocks preceding large earthquakes.
The creation of catalogs has historically been conducted by hand in a long
and tedious process involving the identification an event and its seismic phase
arrivals on seismograms, associating these phases to a particular earthquake, and
pinpointing it to a location. The manual nature of this task is a hindrance in terms
of scalability. With the explosion in the volume of seismic data recorded over
the last decade (see Figure 1.1), the need has arisen for automation of catalog
building. Methods developed to combine the automatic detection of events and
further verification by an analyst are now commonly used; however, because
they still require human intervention, these approaches nonethless still suffer
scalability issues.
Given that they remain unchecked by analysts, fully automated methodologies for building catalogs require sufficient robustness to ensure a minimal false
detection rate. In the scope of fully automated event detection, using robust
confidence metrics (and ideally measuring uncertainty within a Bayesian framework) is therefore of paramount importance.
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ML algorithms are particularly adapted to this problem, as they provide an
opportunity for fast and automatic detection. While standard confidence metrics
for the existence of an event is often based upon simple statistics such as a correlation threshold, ML algorithms provide an assessment of performance that can
be evaluated (in the case of supervised learning), and in some cases can enable
the estimation of uncertainty of event detection. As a result, catalog building
based upon ML techniques has been actively pursued and was introduced early in
the literature, starting in the early 1990s [85, 86]. In the following, we introduce
the original work in this field and describe more recent developments for event
detection, picking, association, and location. We also conduct a critical analysis
of the shortcomings of ML algorithms with respect to catalog creation.
Earthquake detection
The first applications of ML for earthquake recognition focused on discriminating the spectra of seismic waveforms due to earthquakes from the those due
to explosions [85, 86]. While not directly related to construction of earthquake
catalogs, these analyses pioneered the detection of characteristic seismic signatures of earthquakes with neural networks. They were soon followed by studies
aimed at identifying earthquakes from seismic signal and discriminating them
from noise. In 1995, Wang and Teng [87] found that neural networks trained
with data from the Landers earthquake aftershocks outperformed the results of
a standard STA/LTA standard threshold classification approach. In 1999, Tiira
[88] reached similar conclusions when analyzing teleseism data in Finland, reporting that a neural network approach could improve the training catalog by
25%.
All the studies mentioned above relied on shallow, feed-forward neural networks (with the exception of [88], which utilized slightly more complex architectures in the form of simple recurrent networks). They relied on hand-built
features (either waveform spectra, STA/LTA functions, or both), and were trained
on a small number of examples (from a few dozen to several hundred).
Most of the following studies have relied on the same tools, and were also
based on relatively small datasets, with examples in the 100-1000 range [89, 90,
91, 92]. However the majority of these studies also incorporated ML approaches
other than feed-forward networks, such as SVMs [89, 90], Random Forests [91],
or Logistic Regressions [91], which were found to systematically outperform the
simple perceptron [93] models. A parallel algorithmic avenue explored to detect
earthquakes has relied on probabilistic graphical models, using either Hidden
Markov Models [94] or Dynamic Bayesian Networks [95]. These approaches
provide further benefits in associating a true Bayesian uncertainty measure to
each detection, which can be used to help filter out false positives. In the
two studies, the authors comment that their algorithms produced a number of
false detections, but the uncertainties associated to those false detections were
much higher than those associated to real earthquakes. Unsupervised algorithms
based upon regrouping event waveforms by similarity have also been explored
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[96, 97, 98].
Recently, researchers have begun to train models using larger datasets [99,
100, 101, 102], enabling the use of more complex neural network architectures
and automatic feature extraction. In particular, Mousavi et al. [101] used a
database of 250000 earthquakes and 250000 noise samples in California to train a
residual network based upon convolutional and recurrent units, and reported that
their algorithm outperforms other approaches. Interestingly, when attempting
to generalize their model from California to Arkansas, the model produced a
higher rate of false positives, suggesting that complex models built upon large
databases can have difficulties generalizing to other areas.
Overall, the analysis of the existing literature shows that earthquake detection
with ML algorithms clearly outperform a standard Short Time Average over Long
Time Average (STA/LTA) approach, in particular due to a lower rate of false
positives as shown in Figure 1.11. The comparison with template matching
algorithms is less clear-cut. Some definitive advantages of ML earthquake
detection over template matching are i) reduced computation time, and ii) the
fact that events not included in the template list can be detected. However, ML
algorithms may generate more false positives than template matching. Further
developments of Bayesian deep networks trained on large datasets to associate
clear uncertainties to each detection, such as that proposed by [103], would be a
straight-forward improvement of the state-of-the-art.

Comparison between neural network detection (DED), STA/LTA, and crosscorrelation on semi-synthetic data, at different signal-to-noise ratios. Figure from [104].
FIGURE 1.11

The comparison between template matching and neural network detection
using convolutional networks is of particular interest. Because convolutional
layers perform a cross-correlation operation, template matching corresponds effectively to a single 1D convolutional layer using one kernel of known weights
for each template, and as many channels as the number of stations. In contrast, within each convolutional layer a neural network updates multiple smaller
kernels, thereby learning multiple templates at different resolution size of the
data.
Another useful comparison relates to the generalization of earthquake detection algorithms. STA/LTA algorithms are obviously straight-forward to generalize to other areas and/or other seismic stations, but tend to generate a high
rate of false positives. On the contrary, template matching algorithms do not
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transfer well, and can only detect events for which templates have been identified
by analysts. ML algorithms are promising in terms of building robust models
that generalize due to their ability to learn templates and identify events different
from those included in training. However, the current state-of-the-art does not
seem to include models generalizing well to regions outside the training area.
This is problematic as it precludes the use of such models for the analysis of
regions of interest that are poorly instrumented, or where only a small number
of events were cataloged. A likely future area of research may be focused on
improving the generalization of these models.
Phase picking and polarity determination
Once an earthquake is detected, the arrival times of P- and S-waves have to be
picked on seismograms in order to allow for the determination the hypocenter;
the polarity of the P-wave is required to determine an event’s focal mechanism.
The identification of phase picks, as well as polarity, have been actively pursued
with ML recently.
The first applications of ML for seismic picking was focused on recovering
first arrivals from seismic reflection data, in the early 1990s [105, 106]. ML
estimation of earthquake P- and S-wave arrivals was further investigated in 1995
by Dai and MacBeth [107], where a shallow feed-forward neural network (in
combination with a discriminant function) was tasked with recovering arrivals
from the vector modulus of the three components of seismic waveforms. A
similar analysis by the same authors [108] extended the approach to arrival
detections from a single station component. In both studies, a model trained on
a very small number of examples (9 pairs of seismic arrivals and noise) was able
to reach a relatively high picking accuracy on hundreds of earthquakes. Shallow
perceptron architectures were also applied for the same purpose by [109, 110].
Gentili and Michelini [111] found that picking from a neural tree was robust to
errors from noise data and outperforms a standard STA/LTA algorithm. Chen
[112] also found that unsupervised algorithms outperform STA/LTA picking for
small events.
In the late 2010’s models were developed using much larger datasets which,
combined with increases in computational power, enabled the use of more complex neural network architectures and automated feature extraction for phase
picking. Zhu et al. [114] developed a U-Net type network for picking estimations, trained on over 600000 earthquakes in Northern California. The network
takes as input the three components of seismic waveforms, and outputs either a
P arrival, S arrival, or noise class. Wang et al. [115] trained two separate convolutional networks to pick P and S arrival times, on a database of over 700000
picks in Japan. Zhu et al. [113] also utlized on a CNN to study the aftershock
sequences of the 2008 M W 7.9 Wenchuan Earthquake. For all studies, results
in testing were found to outperfom existing methods. An online version of their
algorithm, identifying picks on continuous waveforms, was also proposed. A
sketch of the associated classification pipeline is shown in Figure 1.12.
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Schematic of an offline and online picking classifier. N stands for noise, and P
and S represent the pick arrivals of the P and S waves. Figure from [113].

FIGURE 1.12

Besides picking arrival times, a few studies attempt to estimate P-wave first
motion polarity. Ross [116] trained two different CNNs on 18.2 million manually
picked seismograms in Southern California: one to identify P-wave arrival time,
and a second to determine the polarity of the first motion. Hara [117] similarly
relied on a CNN classifier to determine first-motion polarity from earthquakes
in Western Japan.
Interestingly, models for phase picking appear to generalize better than models trained to detect earthquakes. Two recent studies report that their algorithms
generalize well to regions outside of the training area, either without finetuning
[115], or with minimal finetuning [113]. While this improved generalization
could be attributed to larger training sets or model specificities, it might be the
case that earthquake detection is intrinsically a more challenging problem in
terms of generalization due to models indirectly learning specific Green’s functions.
Event association
Once waveform picks are identified, they have to be associated to a given
earthquake; the timing of arrivals appearing on multiple stations is analyzed to
identify patterns characteristic of an earthquake. Standard methods mostly rely
on travel time information for determining associations, which can be challenging
in the presence of false arrivals, or when the earthquake rate is very high as
shown in Figure 1.13. ML algorithms have only very recently been applied to
this problem.
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Illustration of the earthquake association problem. In particular, in the presence
of dense seismicity, associating the earthquake arrivals recorded at different sensors to a given
earthquake (subplots (a) and (b)) can be challenging. (c) shows a schematic of the associated arrivals
(each color corresponds to an earthquake). Figure from [118].

FIGURE 1.13

The main approach employed in the literature is to associate several picks to
an event by classification [49, 119]. McBrearty et al. [49] captained the use
of convolutional neural networks to recognize whether or not a pair of seismic
waveforms originated from the same earthquake. In Ross et al. [119], phases,
travel times and station locations are fed as input to a recurrent network; the
network then estimates whether picks within a moving window belong to the
same event.
Another approach has focused on the use of clustering instead of classification for associating picks. In [118] a backprojection algorithm is tasked with
identifying candidate sources. A spectral clustering algorithm, combined with
an optimization routine, is then used to associate the arrivals to the smallest
number of sources possible that still match the data. The application of the
algorithm in Northern Chile allows the authors outperform existing catalogs by
nearly an order of magnitude.
Event location
Automatic earthquake location with ML has been actively explored in recent
years. Once detected, earthquakes need to be located, which usually involves
the back-propagation of seismic waves towards a source, or their association to
the location of a given template. ML algorithms provide a promising avenue to
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refine and accelerate the location process. Two approaches have been explored
in the literature: i) multi-station methods, that are likely to favor event move-out
patterns for event location similar to existing seismology approaches; ii) singlestation location, which employs the ability of algorithms to recognize the path
of the wave’s propagation encoded in seismic waveforms.
Among multi-station location techniques, past attempts to locate seismic
sources have relied upon clustering algorithms and neural networks. Riahi and
Gerstoft [120] use a graph-based clustering approach to regroup sensors affected
by a common source; the source’s location can then be inferred from the area
spanned by the clusters. Trugman and Shearer [121] use hierarchical clustering
for earthquake relocation. The clustering algorithm takes as input differential
travel times, cross-correlation values, and starting locations; events grouped
within similar clusters are then simultaneously relocated. This approach is also
able to return estimates of location errors. Kriegerowski et al. [122] trained a
neural network to locate earthquakes from multiple stations during an earthquake
swarm in West Bohemia. The network takes as input the orthogonal components
of all stations, and returns the depth, east and north source coordinates. The
model is trained with events from a double-difference relocated catalog. Zhang
et al. [123] rely on a fully convolutional network to estimate a 3D image of
the earthquake location, from data recorded at multiple stations. While location
errors are small for earthquakes greater than magnitude 2, smaller events were
reported to be more challenging to locate using this approach and associated
with larger errors.
Studies of earthquake location from single stations all rely on neural networks, either in the classification or regression setting. Perol et al. [100] and
Lomax et al. [102] trained neural networks to output classes that correspond
to geographical areas associated to source locations. In [100], a convolutional
neural network was tasked with regrouping earthquakes within 6 geographic
clusters. However, while the accuracy of the model’s locations is reasonably
good (74.5%), this metric drops drastically with increasing number of classes
– potentially due to the small number of training samples. Lomax et al. [102]
employed a similar idea, but with a larger number of classes; however the model
returns high error rates. Mousavi and Beroza [124] used an innovative approach
for earthquake location: two Bayesian neural networks were trained separately,
tasked with estimating respectively the epicentral distance and the P travel time
associated to an event. A parallel neural network was then used to estimate the
back-azimuth and its uncertainty. By regrouping the results of the three models,
an event location is proposed along with an associated uncertainty. Epicenter,
origin time, and depth errors are small in this approach, and because the models
were trained on globally distributed events, this approach is found to generalize
to different areas.
Location algorithms based on a single station are of particular interest in this
field. First, the fact that models are able to locate events from single stations
shows that they can reconstruct the wave propagation path from seismic data,
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thereby learning from the physics of the medium. Second, such models are
portable, in the sense that they can be applied to areas outside of the training
region. A model trained on several stations from a specific network will not be
useful on data from other stations, which makes single-station models potentially more generalizable. Single-station models can also be useful for locating
earthquakes that are recorded on a very few number of stations.
1.4.1.2

Seismic waveform denoising and enhancing

A very promising, recent use of ML in seismology is related to the ability of
several algorithms to process or denoise data, thereby helping identify signals
of interest, such as the the detection of small events in seismology. Denoised
data can afterwards be combined with standard seismology analysis or other ML
algorithms for event detection and location.
The ability of many algorithms to reduce the dimension of the data and build
a sparse representation from original signals makes ML tools particularly suited
for the task of denoising seismic signals. In the literature, two main approaches
have been used for such analysis of seismic waveforms: dictionary learning
and auto-encoders. Dictionary learning has been applied in particular to the
denoising of seismic signals. In [79, 125], the authors show that dictionary
learning algorithms outperform several other approaches for this task (such as
wavelets, curvelets, etc,), and result in higher signal-to-noise ratios.
In one of the first application of auto-encoders in seismology Valentine et al.
[126] show that seismic waveforms can be successfully encoded and decoded,
therefore learning an effective low-dimension representation of seismic signals.
This procedure is applied to the identification of seismograms of good quality
versus those of bad quality, with the goal of building a selection criteria of
retaining only waveforms that have high signal-to-noise ratios, leading to more
robust analyses. A recent study published by Zhu et al. [113] similarly employs
auto-encoders with the objective of separating seismic signals from noise. In this
work, an auto-encoder trained on a large number of earthquake waveforms with
high signal-to-noise ratios that are overlayed with noise waveforms was tasked
with separating the signal from the noise. Once trained, the auto-encoder was
able to produce masks corresponding respectively to the signal and to the noise.
These masks were used to clean new waveform data; on a few examples, retaining
only the masked signal is shown to drastically improve the STA/LTA functions
associated to earthquakes (Figure 1.14), a demonstration of the potential of
combining ML based waveform denoising with standard seismology tools. A
different approach for the same problem has been developed by Rouet-Leduc
et al. [127], who showed that neural network interpretation techniques can be
used to denoise tremor waveforms and produce much cleaner recovered signals
of interest.
A different and interesting application aimed at recovering seismic signal
hidden in noise was proposed by Sun [128]. The authors rely on a convolu-
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FIGURE 1.14 Denoising of seismic waveforms with an auto-encoder. Figure from [113]. Improvement of STA/LTA characteristic function after denoising. (i) Example of a noisy signals. (ii)
Denoised signals. (iii) and (iv) Corresponding STAT/LTA characteristic functions. (a) and (b) two
examples of earthquake detection.

tional neural network to extrapolate missing low frequencies in synthetic seismic
records. Inputs to the model were bandlimited recordings of seismograms, with
low frequencies removed. The model is tasked with recovering the missing low
frequencies from these inputs. The model was able to estimate the unobserved
low-frequencies, both in terms of phase and in amplitude, reasonably well.
Further developments of ML algorithms to denoise or enhance the quality of
seismic data may be of considerable interest in seismology. These approaches
are particularly promising for the identification of small events hidden in the
noise. They can be used to leverage standard seismology tools while limiting the
risks of false detection, and might help to increase waveform cross-correlation
levels.
1.4.1.3

Tectonic tremor detection

Tectonic tremor, along with GPS measures of deformation, is the most direct
evidence for aseismic slip [129]. As such, progress driven by ML in the detection
of tectonic tremor is poised to advance the understanding of slow earthquakes
and their interplay with regular earthquakes.
Recent advances in tectonic tremor detection using ML fall into two categories: developments of models to estimate tectonic tremor intensity and slow
slip displacement rate from features of continuous seismic data, and developments of models to directly detect tectonic tremor.
In terms of the first category mentioned above: Rouet-Leduc et al. demonstrated in [50] that a ML model can be trained to accurately track slow slip rate
on Vancouver Island, using features of the continuous seismic noise that are
characteristic of tectonic tremor. Hulbert et al. showed in [130] that slow earthquakes under Vancouver Island are likely preceded by a months-long nucleation
phase, during which seismic features characteristic of tremor rise exponentially.
In terms of the second category: we note here that direct detection of tectonic
tremor is a task perfectly suited for deep neural networks, which deal particularly
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well with rich unstructured data (e.g. text, images, videos, sound). Indeed, this
has been demonstrated by Nakano et al., who showed showed in [131] that a
CNN could reliably discriminate between earthquakes and tectonic tremor using
a catalog of tremors recorded near the Nankai trough in Japan. Rouet-Leduc
et al. showed in [34] that a CNN trained to distinguish tectonic tremor from
background noise could be used to extract the tremor signals to improve event
detection, using seismic records from Vancouver Island. In [130], Hulbert et
al. showed that this deep learning-based extraction of tectonic tremor signals
enables the location of many more tremor events in Cascadia.
1.4.1.4

Fault slip inversion

Fault slip inversion relies on seismic and/or geodetic observations to determine
earthquake source properties. Determining source properties is of importance
for a variety of problems, in particular for early warning applications (see Section
1.4.2.1). Slip distribution also has implications for the distribution of subsequent
aftershocks (e.g. [132]), as well as the general understanding of slip processes
on faults (e.g. [133]).
Early applications of neural networks for slip inversion were developed by
Kaufl et al. [134]. The authors trained a number of small neural networks to
invert for slip properties from synthetic geodetic data, and successfully applied
their models to real data from the 2010 M 𝑤 10 El Mayor Cupah earthquake,
using the predictions from their ensemble of neural networks as a proxy for an a
posteriori distribution of the source parameters.
Slip inversion is a particularly difficult problem for ML algorithms, for two
reasons: (i) inversion is a generally non-unique problem, and therefore the estimation of fault slip properties requires probabilistic approaches, which inhibits
the available tools; (ii) slip inversion often relies on very heterogeneous sources
of data (e.g. seismic and GPS data), where deep learning does not perform well
in general. Recent advances in probabilistic deep learning [135] may solve this
apparent incompatibility.
1.4.1.5

Automatic detection of geodetic deformation

Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) is a powerful geodetic technique developed in the early 90’s [136, 137] for measuring ground surface displacements. InSAR has been successfully applied to monitor large displacements
due to earthquakes [136, 138, 139], as well as smaller displacements related to
interseismic deformation [140, 141, 142, 143], slow moving landslides [144],
and slow slip events [145, 146]. However, in general these measurements have
been successful only through painstaking manual exploration of the deformation
data by InSAR experts.
In the past low satellite revisit rates typically resulted in large time delays
between measurements. The launch of the Sentinel-1 satellite constellation in
2014 has been revolutionary in that it provides systematic radar mapping of
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Deformation detection in a wrapped InSAR interferogram. Figure from [147].
Anantrasirichai et al. finetuned the AlexNet model on synthetic data and on real data to classify
whether or not a portion of wrapped InSAR interferograms contains ground deformation.
FIGURE 1.15

all actively deforming regions in the world with a 6-day return period. This
wealth of data represents an opportunity as well as a challenge. InSAR data
processing is not fully automatic, with unwrapping errors in particular often
requiring manual correction, although rapid progress is being made towards
full InSAR unwrapping automation [148]. Furthermore, the analysis of InSAR
deformation data requires expert interpretation, and usually requires a priori
knowledge on the analyzed area. The launch of additional InSAR satellites with
even shorter return period (NASA’s NISAR mission in 2022) will prove even
more challenging in terms of data volumes and computational and time costs.
Automation of InSAR processing and analysis has been identified as one of the
main challenges of the field of InSAR geodesy (R. Lohman, AGU Fall meeting
2019), and is poised to become a rapidly growing avenue of research, that may
enable the automatic detection of small or slow deformation on faults.
Anantrasirichai et al. [147, 149, 150] began developing deep learning tools
for InSAR analysis by finetuning the AlexNet model [151] on manually labeled
wrapped InSAR data as well as synthetic data. Their models flag volcano
deformation (see Fig. 1.15), demonstrating a 3 cm detection capability.
In [152], Rouet-Leduc et al. built a deep auto-encoder to output cumulative
ground deformation from unwrapped InSAR time series, with a focus on fault
deformation. Trained on synthetic data, the authors demonstrate the recovery of
millimeter scale deformation on real data from creeping faults as well as small
earthquakes.
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1.4.2
1.4.2.1

Applications
Early warning

Real-time alerts of destructive earthquakes while they are in progress are based
on Earthquake Early Warning (EEW) systems. The very proposition of earthquake early warning (EEW) – a rapid assessment of immediate seismic hazard
– demands the use of algorithmic solutions. As a result, EEW has seen considerable use of ML methods as early as the 2000’s. These systems rely on the
fact that i) damaging S-waves follow identifiable P-waves and ii) seismic waves
propagate at a few km/s, much slower than speed-of-light telecommunication
messages (seismic stations closer to the earthquake source can therefore be used
to alert locales further away).
Böse et al. [153] designed a series of small, fully connected neural networks
on features of seismic recordings following the onset of P-wave arrivals to
estimate location and magnitude of earthquakes, on simulated data. Ochoa et
al. [154] used a similar approach on real data, feeding features of the waveform
that follows the P arrival to a support vector machine to estimate earthquake
magnitude.
Ongoing efforts by Kong et al. [155] to build a very large array of EEW
detectors using a smartphone application (ShakeAltert), make use of a neural
network applied to features of the phone’s accelerometer data to estimate if
the phone is recording an earthquake or some other motion. With the same
goal of reducing false alarm rates from false detections, Li et al. [156] trained
a generative adversarial network (GAN), consisting a generative network and
a discriminator network, [157, 158], and use the discriminator network as a
feature extractor for a random forest classifier tasked with telling earthquakes
from impulsive noise on short waveforms from ShakeAlert data.
Meier et al. [159] developed a Bayesian algorithm that starts from single
station analysis for the very early onset of the detection on nearby stations, and
evolves into a more accurate multi-station analysis. Trained on a dataset of
60000+ waveforms, their algorithm can provide a timely assessment of earthquake magnitude for areas close to the epicenter, where damage is greater. Their
ML approach of training and testing an empirical model also demonstrates that
information about earthquake magnitude saturates at magnitudes that depend on
seismic record length, but are in general about magnitude 7-7.5.
1.4.2.2

Induced seismicity

A major effort in earthquake detection and location with ML algorithms has been
focused on induced seismicity, either in geothermal fields [160], in mines [92],
or in gas [103] and oil [91, 100, 101, 113, 123] extraction fields (in particular
in Oklahoma). These studies aim at building automatic and more complete
catalogs, and were described in Section 1.
In this section we will therefore focus on another application of ML algorithms: the analysis of existing earthquake catalogs to better understand the
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connection between injected fluids and induced seismicity. Two studies are
of particular interest, both relying on probabilistic graphical models to extract
patterns from catalog data.
Holtzman et al. [161] analyzed the waveforms of 46000 cataloged earthquakes in the Geysers geothermal field, in order to identify subtle changes
in seismic characteristics of the signal. By combining Non-negative Matrix
Factorization and Hidden Markov Models, the authors were able to extract lowdimension representations of the earthquake seismic waveforms, which were
then fed to a clustering algorithm. The resulting clusters did not reflect the geographical proximity of earthquakes, and showed instead clear temporal patterns
that appear to be connected to injection rates. Interestingly, not all clusters correspond to higher seismic rates at times of high water injection; in some cases,
clusters are correlated with the minimum injected rates. An interpretation of
the results is that the model is able to identify changes in faulting mechanisms,
and that the spectral-temporal patterns identified mmay correspond to changes
in earthquake source physics, possibly due to changes in the thermomechanical
conditions of the reservoir. As a result these observations may have applications
for operational monitoring,aid in mitigating the risk of dangerous earthquakes,
and enable the optimizion of production efficiency from the geothermal field.
Hincks et al. [162] also relied on probabilistic graphical models to analyze the
connections between geological characteristics, well operations, and induced
seismicity in Oklahoma. They provided well characteristics (injection volume,
pressure, etc.), geological features, as well as seismic moment release (calculated
from cataloged earthquakes) to a Bayesian network. The model was then tasked
with modeling the joint conditional dependencies between these different variables. Interestingly, the injection depth with respect to the crystalline basement
was found to correlate with seismic moment release much more strongly than
the total injected volume. Therefore, lithologic and fault network characteristics
were found to play a more fundamental role with respect to induced seismicity
than simple injection volumes: deeper fluid injection may favor migration into
the basement, and favor the reactivation of faults as others have observed, e.g.,
[163]. This analysis has important implications for operation management and
regulation; in particular, it suggests that injecting water at lower depths (further
away from the crystalline basement) may significantly reduce annual seismic
moment release.
Both studies show that ML algoritms are promising tools for identifying
patterns between known earthquakes and injection data, potentially leading to a
better understanding of the physics of injection systems. Such findings may be
useful for the operational management of geothermal reservoirs and extraction
fields, by helping mitigate the risks of potentially damaging seismicity, and/or
help to increase production. The combination of the aforementioned creation
of denser catalogs, analysis of the continuous seismic signal as in the lab and
Cascadia, and similar analyses that link seismicity to injection operations may
help to better characterize injection systems in the future.
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1.4.2.3

Earthquake catalog forecasting

A. Mignan et. al wrote a detailed analysis [164] of the existing neural networkbased earthquake forecasting literature (77 articles from 1994 to 2019). They
concluded that no new insights on earthquake predictability stemmed from these
works, and demonstrated that simpler models based on classical empirical laws
from statistical seismology offer similar or superior predictive power, perhaps
indicating that prediction from earthquake catalogs is still a distant goal. In
particular, the authors discuss the lack of baseline in the earthquake prediction
literature, and show for example that on synthetic time series of earthquakes
(ETAS model [165]) a neural network model does not outperform predicting
mainshock magnitude in a window using the Gutenberg-Richter law (see Fig.
1.16).

Neural network forecasting of earthquakes: no improvement over classical
statistical seismology so far. Figure from [164] showing the approach of the authors to compare
neural network-based earthquake predictions with classical statistical seismology laws as baseline.
(a) The Gutenberg-Richter law as a baseline, (b) earthquake time series from the ETAS model, (c)
a neural network model for earthquake prediction, (d) earthquake prediction in a window of time
based on previous history.
FIGURE 1.16
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CONCLUSION

In this review, we have attempted to present the current state of the art at
the interface between fault physics and ML. From our analysis, two trends
emerge. On the one hand, the field of seismology embraced ML very early
on: seismology has historically been a highly data intensive discipline, and
on occasions even preceded the field of ML in the development of certain
algorithms. On the other hand, the field of fault physics (the why and how
of rupture nucleation and propagation) has historically been much less data
intensive. Earlier studies focused on the understanding of a few isolated slip
events, whether in the laboratory or in the field. The shift towards ML and data
science is only a very recent development, most notably for laboratory studies,
for which large scale acquisition of seismic data has only recently become a
reality.
As the amount of geophysical data continues increasing at ever faster rates,
it also increases in complexity. Laboratory studies are recording increasing
amounts of data from a variety of mechanical and seismic data from increasingly dense arrays of sensors, challenging models (such as neural networks)
that can struggle with structured, heterogeneous data. The coverage of seismic
networks in the field is also improving, challenging the generalization ability of
models trained on particular regions, while also opening up the possibility of
detecting events below the noise level of any single station. Distributed Acoustic
Sensing (DAS) has recently started to be used for the study of earthquakes [166],
and is poised to enable seismology at high frequency, large distances, and very
fine spatial sampling (on the order of meters) – resolutions unattainable with
classical seismic sensors. As a counterpart, DAS are also likely to generate
staggering amounts of data. The sheer volume of currently available InSAR
data already provides a challenge for existing processing methods and algorithms which sufffer from scalability issues and can require manual intervention.
Next generation InSAR satellites will soon launch and dramatically increase the
amount of acquisitions, making the automation of InSAR data analysis an even
more pressing challenge.
As the stage is set for geophysical data to become ever harder to analyze
using traditional methods, ML and data science techniques may well become
fundamental tools of the trade in the geosciences. Notably, as field and laboratory
studies of earthquakes and earthquake nucleation processes incorporate ML in
the search for ever finer observations and slip characterization, new information
may be revealed concerning fault behavior. This in turn will inform of us of
the accuracy of earthquake nucleation models and analogs. Further, as ML is
applied to progressively more seismic data from faults, we will gain a far better
understanding regarding the deterministic versus the stochastic behavior of fault
slip.
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